I want to...

Turn my thermostat off
- Menu
- Temp. Set? NO
- Sys. Mode: Press YES
- Use up/down arrows to choose “OFF” Press YES

Turn my heater on
- Menu
- Temp. Set? NO
- Sys. Mode: Press YES
- Use up/down arrows to choose “HEAT” Press YES

Turn my cooler on (This is just a fan—there is no Air Conditioner)
- Menu
- Temp. Set? NO
- Sys. Mode: Press YES
- Use up/down arrows to choose “COOL” Press YES

Change when my thermostat turns on
- Menu
- Temp. Set? YES
- Do you want to change when the cooler turns on? Cooling Set YES
- Do you want to change when the heater turns on? Heat Set YES
- A temperature will appear. When your apartment reaches this temp., the cooler/heater will turn on. Select new temperature Press YES to confirm new temperature
- The option to adjust Unoccupied Cooler and Unoccupied Heater will appear. DO NOT adjust Unocc. CL or Unocc. HT

Note: After ‘Sys. Mode’ there are more options to adjust. DO NOT adjust:
- Fan Mode
- Sch. Set
- Sch. Hold